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Abstract 

A crucial step in the transformation of observational data into the OMOP common data model (CDM) is 
the translation of native vocabularies to their respective OHDSI ‘standardized vocabularies’. We undertook 
the translation of an Australian drug prescription dataset, a 10% sample of the national Pharmaceutical 
Benefits Scheme data, to the OMOP CDM and report her on the process undertaken and the results. A 
large coverage of patient records was achieved using the OHDSI provided mappings without manual 
intervention (94.4%). Manual mapping of the remaining records using the OHDSI tool Usagi increased the 
patient record coverage to 99.5%. We share our process and solutions to unexpected issues in the mapping 
process to contribute to OHDSI data standards and facilitate the translation of Australian datasets to the 
CDM, currently underrepresented in the OHDSI network. 
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Introduction:  Mapping of clinical data to standardized vocabularies is an important step in creating an 
OMOP CDM and the data quality of downstream analyses is reliant on correct classification of medicine 
exposure and disease outcomes. In Australia, the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) records all 
subsidized medicines dispensed to patients. A 10% sample of the nationwide PBS prescription data 
(PBS10) are available to researchers and this dataset has been used widely for drug utilization studies1 
and policy impact analysis.2 The PBS10 data have previously been mapped to OMOP CDM to investigate 
the use of medicines in children.3  Here we outline our process of updating the mapping the PBS data to 
OMOP CDM with the aim to (a) provide further documentation of the PBS vocabulary mapping for 
Australian data, (b) describe the coverage mapping of PBS medicine codes to the OHDSI standard 
vocabulary, and (c) encourage feedback on our mapping process to establish mapping conventions and 
further contribute to the OHDSI community.   

Objective:  As PBS medicine codes are very granular and each medicine code uniquely describes the 
product, manner of administration, form and strength we aimed to map the native PBS medicine codes 
to the corresponding OHDSI standardized vocabulary for drugs in the OMOP CDM without loss of the drug 
information granularity that the PBS source codes represent.  

Methods:  Mapping of the PBS non-standard vocabulary to an OHDSI standard vocabulary (referred 
herein as mapping process) required several steps.  An overview of steps (a) and (b) are depicted in 
Figure 1.  

a) Mapping PBS item codes to the AMT (Australian Medical Terminology) vocabulary.4 
b) Mapping of the AMT vocabulary to the RxNorm Extension vocabulary using the OHDSI 

‘concept_relationship’ table.  
c) Where the above steps did not find a suitable match - manual mapping of PICs to RxNorm 

Extension ‘concept_id’s were made using the OHDSI tool Usagi.5 



 

 

 

Figure 1. The mapping of PBS (Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme) data to the OHDSI standardized vocabulary of RxNorm 
Extension. 

 

Results: Of the 3692 unique PBS medicine codes available in Australia, 74% were directly mapped to the 
RxNorm Extension standard concepts which accounted for 94% of all medicines dispensed (Table 1). Of 
the remaining 969 PBS codes, 430 (11.6%) were mapped manually using Usagi, accounting for 5.1% of 
medicines dispensed.  The remaining codes accounted for less than 0.5% of medicines dispensed.   

Table 1. Patient record and PBS item code capture through the mapping process. 

Step PBS item codes, n (%) Patient records, n (%) 

OHDSI assisted automatic mapping (Figure 1) 2 723 (73.8%) 39 192 527 (94.4%) 

Manual mapping via Usagi 430 (11.6%) 2 098 247 (5.1%) 

Total records mapped to standard concept 3 153 (85.4%) 41 290 774 (99.5%) 

 

To validate our manual mappings made in Usagi, we used three raters (one pharmacist and two non-
pharmacists) to independently map common PBS Medicine codes. Of the 38 randomly selected codes, 
there was majority agreement in 92.1% (35/38) of cases. Disagreement in mapped ‘concept_id’s 
between the raters was overwhelmingly a result of concepts with slightly differing descriptions in their 
form such as “Ophthalmic Suspension” as opposed to “Ophthalmic Solution”. 

Challenges encountered in the mapping process included: missing information in official PBS description 
files requiring web scraping of additional information, multiple source codes in the AMT vocabulary for 
PBS Medicine codes and historical PBS medicine codes in the PBS10 data. 

Conclusion: The process of mapping Australian specific PBS medicine codes to the RxNorm vocabulary, 
facilitated through the Australian Medicines Terminology codes, resulted in 85% of codes with an 
associated standard concept code.  The remaining medicines were rarely dispensed in practice, the most 
common of these was products with A12 (mineral supplements) Anatomical Therapeutic Classification 
codes. We aim to make this mapping process available to researchers in Australia through the 
Transformational Data Collaboration to assist in the uplift of datasets in Australia.     
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